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With the increasing fierce of each domestic great website, more and more
Internet websites have pursued the excellent recommendation service. In recent years,
each great domestic network tycoon including Taobao.com, Jingdong.com optimizes
its recommendation system service constantly. Except for the emphasis in the circle,
recommendation system also receives the attention of numerous disciplines and
researchers. Previous research on recommendation system has shown the technology
oriented characteristics, consumer-oriented research is more deficient, but the
decision that assists consumers is the main goal of the recommendation system.
Although some discussions exist on the research of the evaluation index system of
the recommendation system, evaluation system is not complete, research on the
quantitative evaluation method with the characteristics of personalized
recommendation system is still an open question.
This paper is based on the perspectives of consumers, through the method of
questionnaire investigation, it studies the evaluation index system from the empirical
angle. On the basis of fully discussing related literature, this paper summarizes the
evaluation index of personalized recommendation system, or accuracy, familiarity,
preference performance, perceptive usability, and it starts from these evaluation
indexes to construct a set of evaluation index system of the personalized
recommendation system with the solid theoretical basis. This paper applies structural
equation model into the quantitative evaluation research of personalized
recommendation system creatively. The following conclusion is obtained: there are
five great factors in evaluation index system of personalized recommendation system,
which are “content evaluation”, “interactive evaluation”, “technology evaluation”,
“system evaluation”, “subjective attitude evaluation”.
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